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The following is a summary of MET AL and MET AL-related activities for 
the Austin METAL group during the month of August 1990; 

Software 

Jennifer Oppenheim returned to Austin in late July and installed new soft
ware and lexicons, as well as a new version of PCL. Subsequently she 
worked on the Intercoder window interface until her departur~ for Europe 
on 19 August 1990. In Europe she worked for a week in Munich on the 
Intercoder windowing system and was in Kolding for a week attending the 
METAL workshop and assisting the Danish group with their Intercoder. 

Lexicon 

Robert Boone continued his work with past participial ASTs. The purpose 
of this work is to determine which entries are necessary/useful tO' the 
English-German system and which may be removed. Of particular concern 
is the matter of multiword entries. 

Susan Chapman and Lesley Jezierny worked together coding all the possi
ble VST + V AD combinations for VS Ts in the system, (e.g., clear = clear 
away, clear up, clear off, and clear out). This work has also involved 
adding new V ADs. Susan has concentrated on the monolingual entries and 
Lesley on the transfers. Over 900 such entries have been identified. 



Grammar 

Robert Khan wrote his final report describing his work on compounds and 
derivational morphology. Robert left the project in late August to con
tinue his studies in British Columbia, Canada. 

Jocelyn Liu worked primarily with cleaning up the grammar, particularly 
with respect to CLS-SUB rules, and with debugging based on the results of 
the benchmark runs. Jocelyn went to Europe on 14 August to attend pre
COLING and COLING in Helsinki and the METAL workshop in Kolding. 

Ana Santisteban continued to work with the anaphora resolution package 
with the intent of implementing it in the English grammar. Work has been 
slow on this due to a minimum of documentation in the version available 
in Austin. 

Ginger Webb was hired to assist us for the month of August. In the course 
of this month, she did a study of the Determiner Requirement (DR) feature 
and its English values. She was able to pinpoint two problems with the 
current values: (1) the values are not mnemonic and (2) the RD value is 
positive while NP and PP are negative; both of these problems are 
potential sources of confusion and inconsistency for coders. Ginger also 
worked with some grammar rules and did some lexicography work. 

In addition to my administrative tasks, I continued my study of anchor 
and font manipulation in the German grammar and of the gerundives. I 
went to Europe on 18 August to attend the COLING conference and the 
METAL workshop. 
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